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1. It is argued that the LC method for projecting mortality may result in distortions of age 
profile of the mortality and, in general, will tend to underestimate life expectancy. Adjustments 
to the method are proposed, which improve consistency of projections. Also, in view of inability 
of the LC model to cope with empirical data, an alternative extrapolation method is proposed, 
which is based on separate extrapolation of age-specific mortality with consistency adjustments 
imposed in order to avoid inconcistent divergence of mortality rates. 
 
1. Adjustmments to the LC-model 
 
2. The Lee-Carter method for projecting mortality is based on reducing the variety of age-
specific profiles of mortality dynamics to a single time-dependent function ( )tk . The method 
may be summarized by the following relation: 
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )txtkxbxaetxm ,, ε++=  (1) 
where ( )txm ,  is the mortality rate at age x at time t, ( )xa , ( )xb , ( )tk  are the age and time-
dependent model parameters to be estimated from the data, and ( )tx,ε  is the error term. Function 
( )xa  reflects main age-specific regularities in mortality, ( )tk  is a parameter reflecting the level 

of mortality, and ( )xb  reflects how mortality at different ages responds to changes in the overall 
mortality. The mortality index ( )tk  is usually projected to the future using extrapolative 
techniques or random-walk models. 
                                                      
1 Prepared by Dalkhat Ediev, Vienna Institute of Demography of Austrian Academy of Sciences 
(Dalkhat.Ediev@oeaw.ac.at) 
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3. Despite relying on a single time-dependent function ( )tk , the model is flexible enough to 
reflect differential mortality dynamics at different ages. In fact, it is very close to independent 
extrapolation of age-specific log-mortality rates. Commonly, the ( )tk  function is projected 
linearly (i.e., ( ) ttk ⋅+= βα ). In this case the LC-method is merely the same as separately 
linearly projecting the logs of age-specific rates: 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) txbxbxatxbxatxmtx ⋅++=⋅++== βαβαλ ,ln, . (2) 

 
Here β  and α  are the slope and intercept for the ( )tk  function; ( )βxb  and ( ) ( )αxbxa +  give 
slopes and intercepts for trends of age-specific log-mortality rates. 
 
4. Due to the aforementioned property, the method tends to amplify irregularities in the age 
profile of mortality and, eventually, may lead to inconsistent projection results. Apart from 
structural biases of the LC model, which are discussed later on, the amplification of irregularities 
by itself may result in downward biases in projected life expectancies (in fact, this applies to any 
extrapolative method). Therefore, it might be suggested to use some smoothing techniques in 
order to minimize random irregularities in projected mortality age profiles. Smoothing 
techniques may be applied both to the original data and/or model functions ( )xa  and ( )xb .  
 
5. Apart from the problems related to randomness amplification in LC-projections, there is 
another potential structural problem of the model, which may result in systematic distortions of 
the mortality structure and level. The problem is also related to the fact that model (1) is close to 
independently projecting age-specific log-mortality rates at different rates derived from 
historical observations. In particular, in past decades infant mortality declined at a considerably 
higher rate compared to mortality at oldest ages2. Yet, it might be reasonable to expect that 
future mortality improvements for children will be less intensive compared to the rate of 
mortality improvements at old ages. Meanwhile, the LC method based on historical trends – will 
still project faster mortality improvements at youngest ages and slower than average reductions 
in mortality at old ages. Apart from structural biases this may lead to significant underestimation 
of life expectancy for most of the ages, as the role of infant mortality in current levels of life 
expectancy is negligible. This feature of the method is general: it will tend to underestimate 
future improvements in life expectancy. That is because it is based on past experience and 
projects better improvements for those ages, which showed better mortality reductions in the 
past. These ages, however, will have less impact on life expectancy in future, as life expectancy 
will be more sensitive to mortality improvements at ages, which have not yet benefited from 
mortality improvements.  
 
6. To make the point clear, one may look into how mortality improvements at different ages 
are projected under (1), which (omitting the error term) is equivalent  to the following relation: 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tkxbxatxmtx +== ,ˆln,λ̂ . (3) 

 
First order increments of (3) give rates of mortality improvements: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )tktkxbtxtxtx −+=−+=∆ 1,ˆ1,ˆ, λλ . (4) 
 

                                                      
2This applies also to a much longer period in past: mortality at younger ages always declined faster. 
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7. This expression indicates that the LC model assumes proportionality among age-specific 
rates of mortality reductions. In fact, the ( )xb  function is close to a weighted average of 
increments in log-mortality rates per increment in the ( )tk  function, with weights proportional to 
the square of the latter increments. Although the assumption about proportionality of log-
mortality reductions might be relevant for the past, it may not be granted forever. In projections, 
when ( )tk  is extrapolated at some constant rate of change derived as an average from the past, 
age-specific mortality reductions (4) are also constant and equal to the weighted average age-
specific mortality reductions from the past experience. 
 
8. Figure 1 depicts age-specific improvements of logarithms of mortality rates for Austrian 
males in 1951-2005, with age groups aggregated into six large groups (of 16 years length each, 
i.e., 0-15 full years, 16-31 years, etc.) and also averaged across time with 20-year moving 
average. One may observe that mortality reductions at young ages were in general faster if 
compared to reductions at other ages. This is also reflected in the ( )xb  function of the LC model, 
which reflects faster mortality improvements at ages below 15, as well as slower mortality 
decline at medium ages (45-55) and oldest ages (80+) imputed into the projection structure. 
From the time series we notice that the age profile of mortality reductions was not stable 
(unsmoothed data are more explicit about that), and it does not seem to persist in the long run in 
the same frozen shape as it is implied by the LC model. Thus, the assumptions of the LC-model 
imply only remarkably pessimistic trends in mortality improvements for most of ages above 15. 
A more optimistic assumption for the future could be setting eventually similar relative 
improvements for all age groups.  
 
Fig. 1.  Smoothed first order increments of logs of age-specific death rates averaged across wide 
age groups (of 16 years length each, ages shown on the graph correspond to medians of the age 
groups). For smoothing the time series 20-year long moving averaging is used. Austria, males, 
1951-2005 data and projections by the LC method. 
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9. In order to address problems caused by the structure of the LC model, the following 
model is suggested, of which the LC model is a special case3: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xtvtkxatx βη ++=, . (5) 
 
In addition to the ( )tk  function responsible for changes in the level of mortality, model (5) 
includes the ( )tv  function responsible for changes in the age structure of mortality 
improvements. 
 
10. Model (5) turns into the Lee-Carter model if ( )tv  and ( )tk  functions are linearly related 
to each other. Similarly, the model turns into the generalized Gompertz model if functions ( )xa  
and ( )xβ  are linearly related to each other. If neither of these assumptions is true, however, both 
the Lee-Carter and Gompertz model tend to systematically bias the mortality rates.  
 
11. Parameters in (5) may be estimated both in a way similar to the LC model (using the 
SVD) and, more conveniently, they may also be estimated on the basis of some scaling 
agreements and simplifying assumptions. We develop these agreements in such a way, that 
parameters of model (5) and of the LC model are explicitly related: the models share the same 
functions ( )xa  and ( )tk , and ( )xβ  equals to the deviation of ( )xb  from its average. Under these 
agreements, the LC model is equivalent to model (5) if ( )tv  is equal to ( )tk 4. 
 
12. After parameters in model (5) are estimated, they may be projected under different 
assumptions depending on the particular situation encountered by the statistician. One option is 
to apply extrapolative procedures, as it is done in the LC model. While it seems that this 
approach can project satisfactorily the mortality level ( )tk , it might not be the best choice for 
projecting the structural indicator ( )tv . In particular, while the level of mortality may 
theoretically be improved indefinitely, developments in the age structure of mortality seem to be 
less variable and should meet some consistency requirements. For example, mortality at ages 
above 40 is indeed an increasing function of age, which imposes restrictions on the age structure 
of mortality. Setting ( )tv  equal to ( )tk , as it is implied by the LC model, will eventually result in 
inconsistent age profiles of projected mortality. E.g., in case of Austria the model results in 
unrealistic distortions of mortality at adult ages: it suppresses mortality reductions at ages 45-55 
and above 80, with resulting over-Gompertzian mortality growth at ages above 60. Eventually, 
the method may produce a profile with mortality at ages 45-55 being higher than at ages 60-70. 
 
13. One should note that model (5) is rather flexible and may fit very well to historical data 
as well as the LC model do. Furthermore, the structural function ( )tv  estimated from historical 

                                                      
3 The general model proposed embraces, apart from the Lee-Carter model, other mortality models too, e.g., the 
generalized Gompertz model. 
4 Details of estimation procedures are given in the Appendix A. Our estimation procedure is simpler compared to 
the SVD procedure. In principle, this might result in somewhat less effective estimates of the model functions, as 
SVD is optimal in terms of minimizing sum of squares of residuals. However, one should note that in practical 
calculations SVD is not used straightforwardly. Rather, it is supplemented by different adjustments and corrections 
(e.g., smoothing ( )xa  and  ( )xb  functions using splines or otherwise, post-estimation fitting of ( )tk  to observed 
deaths or life expectancies, etc.) Therefore, the actually used SVD is also not optimal in terms of fit to initial log-
mortality rates and its usage might become pointless if there are other, simpler procedures with the same or better 
performance. 
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data will always be close to the function ( )tk  of main changes in mortality (see Appendix B to 
the Chapter for explanations). However, this does not imply that the same should be projected to 
the future. Both functions are close to each other within the interval of data fitting, while the 
structural parameter ( )tv  behaves more stably beyond the fitting interval. This reflects a good 
performance of extrapolative models when data fitting is concerned, while they tend to 
exaggerate the changes in mortality structure in projections. Indeed, for mortality fitting in a 
time period of T years the LC uses a standard mortality age profile (the ( )xa  function) and 
additionally about T+100 parameters. Such a number of parameters is already too high, as, given 
we have the standard mortality profile, the mortality profile for each year might be fitted more or 
less well using two parameters (as it is suggested, e.g., by the Brass model). Furthermore, these 
approximately 2T mortality parameters are also inter-correlated if there is a trend in mortality 
dynamics (e.g., assuming linear or other two-parametric trend, one may think of about only four 
independent parameters capable of fitting the data). Hence, it is easy for the aforementioned 
models to fit the data, which, however, does not imply robustness of projections derived from 
these models. To make projections more robust, one should somehow limit the model’s 
flexibility in projections in order to prevent model peculiarities derived from fitting needs and 
irrelevant to the future from affecting the projection. 
 
14. In order to avoid inconsistencies in the projected structure of mortality restrictions on 
changes in the ( )tv  in the future may be imposed using model (5). Such restrictions may be 
developed from consistency conditions. Another option might be to imply some smooth 
trajectory of ( )tv  changing from the initial trend to some eventual constant level. In fact, this 
eventual level *v  of ( )tv  determines eventual age structure of mortality. Hence, having some 
assumptions ( )xm*ˆ  about eventual age structure of mortality (which may, naturally, contain an 
arbitrary constant multiplier), one may explicitly derive *v   using, e.g., OLS procedures, and 
apply some smooth trends of ( )tv  converging to *v 5. 
 
 15. The approach described above might be prominent in a situation, when ultimate mortality 
structure may be approximated by a mortality profile observed from another population, with 
more advanced longevity. If this is not the case, however, it might not be that easy to set 
reasonable assumptions for ( )xm*  and *v . In such a case one may use the following procedure, 
which may be considered as an adjustment to the LC projection. Let all the LC functions and the 
projection for the ( )tk  be somehow obtained. Taking into account the aforementioned flexibility 
of the models addressed here and also the closeness of ( )tv  and ( )tk  functions within the data 
fitting period, we may set these two functions identical within the data fitting period and assume 
that projected changes in ( )tv  – unlike ( )tk  – will gradually slow down. In particular, the 
following scenario might be used for ( )tv : 

 
( ) ( )00 tktv = , ( ) ( ) ( )

0,0 ttetktv tt ≥∆=∆ −− τ , (5) 
 

                                                      
5 Considerations about convergence to the eventual mortality structure may, alternatively, be used to derive ( )xβ  

function. In that case dynamics of ( )tv  will be obtained as a consequence of scaling agreements. E.g., setting 

0=v  for mortality pattern determined by the age effect function ( )xa  and 1* =v  for converged structures, one 

may set ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )xaxaxmxmx −−−= ** lnlnβ . 
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where ( ) ( ) ( )tvtvtv −+=∆ 1  and ( ) ( ) ( )tktktk −+=∆ 1  are changes of the two functions over time 
and τ  is a convergence parameter. 
 
16. Scenario (5) will result in a smooth convergence of age-specific improvements to some 
average level, which could be a better assumption about future developments of mortality, if the 
age differentials in mortality improvements in the past may not be indefinitely prolonged to the 
future.  
 
17. The adjusting procedure makes the projection non-diversive in terms of improvements of 
age-specific mortality rates and is prone to inconsistencies. Yet, imputing fully convergent 
trajectories of age-specific mortality improvements might also result in significant systematic 
biases in projections due to ignoring the long-persisted differences observed  in the past. In part, 
this problem may be solved using the appropriate level for the convergence parameter τ , which 
corresponds to the duration of time, when age-specific differentials in mortality improvements 
are assumed to persist. Alternatively, one may distinguish two kinds of age-specific differentials 
in mortality improvements: those expected to persist forever and those to be eliminated in future. 
This may be done using the following model, which has nearly the same structure as model (5): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )xtvxtkxatx 101, ββη +++= . (6) 
 

( )x0β  corresponds to age-specific differences in mortality dynamics, which continue during the 
projection; ( )x1β  corresponds to differences which, under the same adjustment procedure as 
suggested above, disappear in time. 
 

18. ( )x0β  must be constructed in such a way that it does not result in inconsistencies. For 

example, it might be estimated from separate LC-type model fitted to as long as possible period 
of time. Another way would be to derive ( )x0β  from ( )xβ  function of the main LC-type model, 
e.g., smoothing it using monotonic splines or otherwise making it monotonic in order to avoid 
crossovers of age-specific mortality rates in projection. E.g., it may be obtained as a smoothed 
average of the followinf two monotonic estimates: 

 
( ) ( ){ }yx

xy
ββ

≥
= max0  or ( ) ( ){ }yx

xy
ββ

≤
= min0 . (7) 

 
Note, that these two estimates may be used as upper and lower-bound estimates for the intervals 
of projected mortality rates. The average of both estimates in (7) may be used as a central 
estimate6. 
 
19. Having estimated ( )x0β , the ( )x1β  function may be obtained by subtracting ( )x0β  from 
( )xβ  estimated from the data for the period relevant to the projection: 

 
( ) ( ) ( )xxx 01 βββ −= . (8) 

 

                                                      
6 In any case, a provision should be made for guaranteeing that ( ) 00 =xβ , as this follows from scaling 
agreements we use for estimation purposes. Otherwise, the convergence procedure, in addition to structural 
adjustments, will also result in altering the pace of mortality reductions. 
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20. Similar ideas may be used to obtain coherent mortality projections for two sexes or 
several regional populations. For this purpose a multi-regional generalization of the LC method 
has been proposed in the literature (Li and Lee 2005), which is based on introducing similar 
functions in model (1) for all populations concerned except for the standard mortality profile 
( )xa , which is population-specific; also, in case of regional projections, the model introduces 

region-specific time-age interaction additives. Such an approach to projecting the mortality of 
both sexes using the same ( )tk  function implies instant convergence of mortality improvements 
for both sexes, which may neglect recent trends. One may also use, however, an approach 
similar to (5), which allows for temporary continuation of observed differences between sexes 
with respect to mortality improvements, with exponential convergence in future: 

( ) ( )00
* tktk ii = , ( ) ( ) ( )

0
** ,0 ttetktk tt

i ≥∆=∆ −− τ , (9) 
 

here index ‘i’ refers to a subpopulation of interest (i.e., to sex or to region), ( )tki  marked with 
asterisk are those obtained after applying the convergence adjustment, and ( )tk *  is a common 
function characterizing overall mortality dynamics, e.g., the average of functions ( )tki  obtained 
for each subpopulation separately. 
 
21. Another improvement to the model may also be proposed, which better addresses 
mortality dynamics in the past in case of accelerated or decelerated mortality improvements. 
The LC model projects to the future weighted averages of the past age-specific mortality 
reductions. The method is not able to reflect mortality dynamics with different accelerations of 
mortality reduction at different ages. In particular, although infant mortality in Austria was 
decreasing faster compared to the overall level of mortality (as it may be seen from ( ) 00 >β  or 
( ) 10 >b ), its advantage compared to the overall decrease in mortality was gradually leveling 

off7. The LC model is not able to fit such trends, as it assumes linear relation between the overall 
mortality reflected in ( )tk  and all the age-specific log-rates, while in some cases this linearity is 
not the case. In order to address different acceleration/decelerations of log-mortality at different 
ages, one may use non-linear models in terms of the parameter k . In particular, we propose the 
following quadratic model: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )txxtkxtkxatx ,1, 2 εγβη ++++= . (10) 
 

22. As model (10) is even more flexible than the LC model, it may also result in divergent 
and eventually inconsistent trends in age-specific mortality. Hence, it is better to apply to 
projections obtained by (10) the same adjustment procedure proposed above: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )xtvxtvtkxatx γβη 2,ˆ +++= , (11) 
where ( )tv  is given by (5). 
 
2. Alternative to the LC method: Separate extrapolation of age-specific mortality  
 
23. In view of structural problems of the LC model and also in view of its similarity to 
separate linearly extrapolation of age-sex-specific log-mortality rates, as well as of its non-
                                                      
7  Actually, nonlinear relation of log-mortality rate at young ages to ( )tk  is a reflection of accelerated mortality 
decline at old ages, while mortality decline at young ages might be stable. Such a pattern of mortality dynamics may 
better be addressed when regressors other than ( )tk  are used to model age-specific mortality, e.g. time index, 
standardized mortality rates or life expectancies. We discuss these possibilities separately, in the corresponding 
section of the work. 
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transparency, we address here alternative approach of making explicitly separate extrapolations 
of age-sex-specific rates. We start with examining the relevance of the very structure of the LC 
model to the data.  
 
24. As it was mentioned in another part of the work the LC model is not able to fit to 
mortality dynamics with different age-specific accelerations in mortality improvements. In that 
case some non-linear models might be more adequate. Besides, if mortality dynamics at different 
ages is significantly different, approach based on using the average log-mortality rate as an 
indicator of the overall mortality level might be inappropriate (and this is essentially the case of 
the LC model). In case of Austrian male population, e.g., one may note significantly different 
timing in mortality reductions at different ages. In particular, mortality decline at ages around 55 
was relatively stable after the war, while it has recently been accelerated both at younger and 
older ages. It is impossible to fit to such dynamics within the LC framework as average mortality 
level reflected by the ( )tk  function becomes not equally relevant to mortality developments at 
all ages. In such situation regressors other than the average log-mortality rate might be more 
useful.  
 
25. In addition to these concerns about the structure of the model, study of correlations 
between variations of age-specific log-mortality rates also suggests that, perhaps, the framework 
of the LC model might be not the best one to address actual mortality dynamics.  
 
26. To test more formally, whether underlying assumptions of the LC model are valid, one 
may study dynamics of age-specific log-mortality improvements, which may be presented under 
the LC model as follows: 

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )txtxtkxb

txm
txmtx ,1,
,

1,ln, εε −++∆⋅=






 +
=∆ , (12) 

 
where ( )tx,ε  are independent error terms. Since the model suggests random walk-type dynamics 
for the ( )tk  function, variations of age-specific mortality improvements should be significantly 
and evenly correlated for model to be valid. 
 
27. Empirical study, however, contradicts to this assumption. Fig. 2 depicts correlation 
coefficients between age-specific increments in log-mortality rates estimated from data on 
mortality of Austrian males in 1951-2005. When the long period, with pronounced overall 
changes in mortality is concerned, there is considerable correlation between mortality 
improvements at ages around 60 and above. However, even this kind of correlation does not 
support the LC model, which, at best, may be applied to ages beyond 60 only. When more recent 
period with more uniform mortality dynamics is addressed (from 1970 on), correlation is not 
significant enough even at higher ages.  
 
28. This observation implies that the LC model is not relevant at least, when short-term 
variations in mortality are concerned. It might be better to model directly age-specific mortality 
developments with taking explicitly the correlation between ages into account instead of using 
the method with random walk model for the mortality index ( )tk . When trend extrapolation 
models are concerned, however, one might also look into weather assumptions of the LC model 
are consistent with age-specific developments of mortality trend. To do so, we present 
correlation coefficients between age-specific deviations of log-mortality rates from their linear 
trends in 1951-2005 for Austrian males (fig. 3). Correlations between residuals are more 
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pronounced. Yet, correlations do not support the LC model assumptions even in this case. The 
model may reflect properly the overall mortality developments at ages around 30 and above 
(however, with a lack of fit to dynamics at ages around 50-55) in the period 1951-2005. When 
more recent time period is concerned, however, the model assumptions may be supported for 
ages around 75-90 only. 
 
Fig. 2. Correlation matrix for age-specific mortality reduction rates. Austria, males, unsmoothed 
data, 1951 to 2005. 
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Fig. 3. Correlation matrix for age-specific deviations of log-mortality rates from linear trend. 
Austria, males, unsmoothed data, 1951 to 2005. 
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29. Based on the observations and concerns about the LC model presented, it might be a 
better option to look for other extrapolation techniques. Correlations between morality 
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improvements across time suggest that trend models, which assume existence of some steady 
trend of log-mortality rates with random and uncorrelated (at different points of time) deviations 
from it are perhaps more relevant to mortality dynamics than assumption about all the log-
mortality rates being driven by a single mortality factor, which, in turn, follows random walk 
dynamics. Correlation coefficients between improvements in same-age log-mortality rates as the 
function of time elapsed between observations are presented on fig. 4. Results presented are 
obtained from all age-specific mortality improvements pooled into one sample; same patterns of 
correlations characterize dynamics of log-mortality rates for individual ages too. The only 
notable non-trivial correlation between changes in log-mortality rates is observed for adjacent 
years (time lag of one year), which is natural, as log mortality rate at some year enters both in 
the mortality improvement of the same year and (with opposite sign) in the mortality 
improvement in the previous year. Hence, negative correlation between mortality reductions at 
adjacent years. Would there be no correlation at all between random terms in log-mortality rates 
at adjacent years, correlation between changes in log-mortality rates in adjacent years would be -
0.5. In fact, it is somewhat higher due to slight positive correlation between mortality at adjacent 
years. We do not investigate further into possible causes of these correlations. These might be, 
e.g., correlation between deaths in one year with health in the previous one or assumptions on 
population at exposure used in estimating mortality coefficients, etc. In any case, correlations 
between mortality variations at adjacent years seem to be minor, while overall dynamics of log-
mortality rates show existence of regular trends. Hence, trend models rather than random walk 
might be a better reflection of observed mortality dynamics. 
 
Fig. 4. Correlation coefficients between changes in same-age log-mortality rates as function of 
time lag between observations, with all the age-specific rates pooled together. Austria, males, 
unsmoothed data, 1951 to 2005. 
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30. In the trend models different indicators might be used as independent variables or 
regressors. We discuss further down several such options. Simplest one might be to resume to 
separate (yet, not independent) linear extrapolation of age-specific log-mortality rates with some 
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consistency adjustments. One may derive projections from independently estimated linear trends 
for age-specific log-mortality rates8: 

( ) ( ) ( )txbxatx +=,η̂ . (13) 
 
Here we denote by cups the trend values. 
 
31. Usually, due to fluctuations and temporary variations in trends of log-mortality rates, 
age-specific intercepts and slopes ( )xâ  and ( )xb̂  will show some random variations across age. 
As fluctuations of these parameters may be interpreted as not relevant to mortality trends, one 
may smooth them using either splines or moving averaging procedures. We use moving averages 
of five observations with no smoothing for starting and final points.  
 
32. Examples of estimated (by OLS) and smoothed parameter functions for males are 
presented on figs. 5 and 6. Intercepts ( )xa  simply present some basic age pattern of mortality. 
Slopes ( )xb  reflect different paces of mortality improvement in past. Short-term random 
variations, seemingly caused by mere chance, are eliminated by smoothing. Despite this 
smoothing, however, model parameters may result in inconsistencies being used in projections 
without adjustments. To understand that, one may compare mortality reduction rates at, say, ages 
of 52 and 65. As it is seen from fig. 6, mortality was recently declining faster at age 65. 
Therefore, if this pattern is prolonged to remote future, it will result in lower mortality at age 65 
than at age 52. Similarly, projected mortality for males might become lower than for females at 
some ages. Such inconsistencies arise if projection incorporates recent developments in mortality 
dynamics which are temporary and, therefore, are to disappear in future. 
 
Fig. 5. Age-specific intercepts a(x) of models (13): estimated and smoothed. Austria, males, 
unsmoothed data, 1970 to 2005. 
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8 In some occasions non-linear trends, e.g., parabolic ones, might be more relevant. We do not consider them here, 
however, both due to more complicated consistency adjustments to be developed and also because linear trend 
model seem to be sufficient when the model is fit to relatively short recent period only. In particular, the linear 
model shows a good performance when ( )xa  is fit to data for the latest available year. 
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Fig. 6. Age-specific slopes b(x) of models (13): estimated and smoothed. Austria, males, 
unsmoothed data, 1970 to 2005. 
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33. In order to make the projection more consistent and relevant to long-term developments, 
we propose the same type of adjustments as were proposed in case of the LC model. In 
particular, we propose to differentiate between two parts of mortality improvements – one that 
persists in long run and another, which is temporary: 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )tvxbtxbxatx 10,ˆ ++=η . (14) 

 
( )xb0  are long-term slopes, which are to be used in the projection without any further 

adjustments and, hence, should not result in inconsistencies. ( ) ( ) ( )xbxbxb 01 −=  are 
‘inconsistent’ parts of estimated slopes (i.e., observed in recent past), which may not be used in 
long-run and are of transitory nature. ( )tv  is a function used to model transition from recently 
observed mortality trends to eventual (consistent) trends. At the starting point of projection, as 
well as in the data fitting period, this function equals to the main regressor (time index t  in the 
case addressed here) but later on, its change rate decreases and, eventually, ( )tv  converges to 
some asymptotic value. As in the case of adjusting the LC projections, we propose the following 
model for the transition function: 
 

( ) 00 ttv = , 
( ) ( ) ( )

0,00 tteettv tttt ≥=⋅∆=∆ −−−− ττ , (15) 
 

where ( ) ( ) ( )tvtvtv −+=∆ 1 , 0t  is the beginning of the projection period, and τ  is a convergence 
parameter. 
 
34. As for separating consistent and inconsistent parts of the slopes ( )xb , it might be done in 
several ways. Based on observed faster mortality improvements at younger ages, one may 
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assume the consistent long-term slopes ( )xb0  to monotonically increase with age (being 
negative, i.e., to monotonically approach closer to zero at higher ages). Such a profile for long-
term mortality dynamics will usually be consistent, as it will not result in mortality at old ages 
being lower than that at younger ages, if that was not the case in recent observations. This 
assumption is also supported by the overall tendency of estimated slopes ( )xb  to increase with 
age (see e.g., fig. 9). Similarly, one may assume that long-term mortality improvements for male 
population are to be lower in magnitude compared to those for female population.  
 
35. Based on monotonic assumption of ( )xb0 , this function may be derived, e.g., by applying 
some monotonic splines to ( )xb . We use here another approach, which is based on deriving 
upper and lower bounds for ( )xb0  and deriving the function as smoothed average of both bound 
estimates: 
 

( ) ( ) ( )( )ybybxb femalesmales

xy

malesMAX ,max,
0 ≤

= , ( ) ( )( )ybxb females

xy

femalesMAX

≤
= max,

0 , 

( ) ( )( )ybxb males

xy

malesMIN

≥
= min,

0 , ( ) ( ) ( )( )ybybxb femalesmales

xy

femalesMIN ,min,
0 ≥

= . (16) 

 
36. Then, for each sex, the central estimate for ( )xb0  is a smoothed average of both upper 
and lower bound estimates: 

 
( ) ( ) ( )( )xbxberageSmoothedAvxb MINMAX

000 ,= . (17) 
 

37. Apart from the time variable, other indexes may also be used as independent variables in 
trend models for the dynamics of log-mortality rates. In particular, life expectancy at birth might 
be an important option, both due to its relevance to the mortality level and also to facilitate non-
divergent multiregional projections, when life expectancies achieved by populations more 
advanced in mortality reductions are used as targets for mortality projections at other 
populations.  
 
38. When life expectancy rather then the time index is used as a predictor, the gap between 
upper and lower estimates for ( )xb0  becomes narrower and projection becomes more robust. 
This is natural, as life expectancy at birth already bears some important information about 
mortality level. However, two shortcomings are to be taken into account. Firstly, life expectancy 
at birth should be projected first to be used as a predictor of age-specific mortality rates. 
Secondly, dynamics of the life expectancy at birth might be relevant to mortality dynamics at 
ages with high and changing mortality only, while it might be less sensitive to changes in 
mortality at ages with very low mortality or when these changes are small compared to changes 
at other ages.  
 
39. In a cense, usage of life expectancy at birth is opposite to using the average log-mortality 
rate (which is the case for the LC model) as a mortality predictor, as in the first case more stress 
is put on ages with high and rapidly decreasing mortality, while changes in average log-mortality 
are weighting all the ages evenly and, hence are biased towards middle and young ages with low 
mortality.  
 
40. Another problem with using the life expectancy at birth as predictor for mortality in (18) 
is that the life expectancy used as an input variable of the model and the other one, which is 
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computed from projected age specific rates may differ substantially9. Perhaps, this problem is 
not of major importance, as input estimates for life expectancy may be neglected. Also, they may 
be iterated until the projected life expectancy converges to the necessary level. Alternatively, 
regressions (18) may be developed in terms of age-specific life expectancies. 
 
41. Another regressors, which might be used as mortality predictors are: standardized 
mortality rates, weighted averages of age-specific mortality or log-mortality rates, etc. Choice of 
proper regressor depends on its availability, on ability to reliably project it, and on relevance of 
its dynamics to mortality developments at ages of interest. Despite variety of choices, our study 
shows that different extrapolative models – being estimated on the same data – usually result in 
nearly the same projections.  
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APPENDIX A. Estimation procedures. 
 
The LC model as well as alternatives proposed above allows a certain degree of freedom in 
choosing the parameters, as these models are over-parameterized. We propose scaling 
assumptions the models, which are consistent with those proposed by Lee and Carter (1992): 

( ) ( ) ( ) 0=== xtvtk β , (B1) 
 
hereinafter upper lines denote averages across the data used to estimate the model parameters. 
Given assumptions (B1), it is easy to derive the following estimates for general model (16) as 
well as for the LC model: 

( ) ( )( )ttxxa ,η= , (B2) 

  ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )x

tx
txtxxatxtk ,,, ηηη −=−= , (B3) 

 
where we indicate the variable across which the average is taken next to the averaging line. 
Another option, well discussed in the literature, might be to set parameters in such a way, that 
the model fits exactly to the last observed year: 

( ) ( )0, txxa η= , (B4) 

  ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )xatxxatxtk
xx
−=−= ,, ηη . (B5) 

 
Having obtained estimates (B2)-(B5), we may write the following expression: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )txxtvtkxatxtx
def

,,, εβηδ +=+−= , (B6) 
 
where ( )tx,ε  are final residuals. Note that the same may be applied to the LC model after noting 
that ( ) ( )xxb β+=1 . In principle, the rest of parameters may be derived using the SVD 
procedure. However, one may use more simple procedures described further down. We suppose 
that improvements, if any, which might be obtained by replacing the simplified procedure by the 
SVD, are minor compared to the structural biases of the LC model itself. 
In the simplified procedure we assume that residuals ( )tx,ε  do not correlate to ( )tk  function and 
propose the following estimates for the ( )xβ : 

( ) ( ) ( )( )

( )
( )t

t

tk

tktxx
2

,δβ = . (B7) 

 
Finally, we estimate the ( )tv  in order to better fit the data in terms of minimal sum of residuals’ 
squares (i.e., applying the OLS procedure): 

( ) ( ) ( )( )

( )
( )x

x

x

xtxtv
2

,

β

βδ
= . (B8) 

 
The procedure described–apart from its simplicity–has an advantage that it is fully consistent 
with the simplified alternative to SVD method proposed by Lee and Carter for estimating the 
parameters of their model. In particular, estimates (B2) and (B3) will be identical to those 
obtained for the Lee-Carter model. The ( )xβ  function (B7) will be identical to the ( )xb  in the 
Lee-Carter model after subtracting the average value of the last one: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1−=−= xbxbxbxβ . (B9) 
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The only difference is in ( )tv  function: the Lee-Carter approach proposes setting it identical to 
the ( )tk  function, while in general this function–estimated from (B8)–may deviate from ( )tk , 
which might be crucial for projections as it is discussed in the main part of the work. 
In fact, ( )tv  and ( )tk  are close to each other if residuals (B6) at different years are not 
correlated: 

( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )

( )
( )

( )

( ) ( )( )

( )
( )

( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )

( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) ==
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. (B11) 

 
An alternative procedures for ( )xb  and ( )xβ  functions may be derived from observation that it 
equals to some weighted average of changes in log-mortality rates per change in ( )tk  function: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )

( )
( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( )

( )
( ) =
+

=+= t

t

t

t

tk

tktktx

tk

tktxxb
2

2

2

,1, δδ  

( ) ( )( ) ( )( )

( )
( )

( ) [ ]
( ) ( )

( )

( )
( )t

t

t

t

tk

tk
tk

ktx

tk

tkxatx
2

2

2

0
0,

, −
=−

=
−

ηη
η . (B12) 

 
This relation may be put into more explicit form if one considers increments of log-mortality 
rates: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )txxbtktxxtvtktxtxtx ,,,1,, εεβηηη ∆+∆≈∆+∆+∆=−+=∆ . (B13) 
 

Based on this relation, one may propose the following alternative procedures for estimating the 
( )xb  (and, hence, the ( ) ( ) 1−= xbxβ ) function: 

( ) ( ) ( )( )

( )( )
( )

( )
( ) ( )( )

( )

( )( )
( )t

t

t

t

tk

tk
tk

tx

tk

tktxxb
2

2

2

,
,

∆

∆
∆
∆

=
∆

∆∆
=

δ
δ . (B14) 

 
This method might be statistically more sound as it weights higher those periods with more 
significant changes in the overall level of mortality, while (B7) and (B12) weight observations 
according to the cumulated change of mortality from some reference level, the latter 
corresponding to ( ) 0=tk . 
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From the aforementioned link of ( )xb  to changes in age-specific log-mortality rates as compared 
to the changes in the overall level of log-mortality, one may also develop the following simple 
procedures: 

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )12

12 ,,
tktk

txtxxb
−
−

=
δδ

, (B15) 

 
here 1t  and 2t  - some time points from within the period covered by data. In case of using (B15), 
the LC model will exactly match mortality profiles both at 1t  and 2t . 
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